India NRC ELAG Update

New or planned SNOMED CT education activities
- Continue to conduct half-day sensitization workshops on SNOMED CT for Healthcare professionals across hospitals in the country
- Continue to conduct specialized trainings for implementors
- Develop PoC / demonstration page for data analytics use case and examples
- Plan to conduct NRCeS Users’ Meet - Summer 2019 in May 2019 in which SNOMED CT India Affiliates are invited to share experience, challenges, best practice and approaches about implementation and adoption of EHR standards including SNOMED CT

Feedback on existing SNOMED CT eLearning experiences
- Recent/ new members may be given more tokens (say 02/03 instead of 01) enable quick learning and onboarding.
- Should include more examples and use case in presentations for real time implementation approach
- Should include more use cases to demonstrate and understand the grey areas that are associated with LONIC and SNOMED CT overlapping.

Country or region-specific SNOMED CT priorities
- Education in Analytics and Decision Support with SNOMED CT
- Education towards Change Management with SNOMED CT releases
- Education in exchanging SNOMED CT coded record through HL7

Education collaboration opportunities (e.g. translation or localisation)

NA

CME/CPD course accreditation recommendations for region
The Medical Council of India (MCI) is the body who looks after CME/CPD programs and credits in India.

It would be good to have users (healthcare professionals) centric course on SNOMED CT which can be recognized for CME by MCI.